
PATIENCE STRONG, the
popular versifier, who has died
aged 83, administered a rhym-
ing counsel of strength and
patience to readers of such
publications as Woman's Own
and the Daily Mirror for nearly
four decades.

She created a unique rela-
tionship with her readers,
treating every aspect of the
human condition in simple,
homely words that touched
their hearts and encouraged
them to believe that they knew
the author personally, Her

; daily poem in the Daily Mirror
was read by thousands, and the
verses cut out and cherished.

There were poems for all
eventualities, offering help
through times of hardship, sor-
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Patience Strong
The editor also asked her to

choose a suitable name for her-
self, and that same evening a
friend happened to bring her a

` book - a chronicle of New
England life by Mrs A D T
Whitney. "The minute I saw
the title," she said, "I knew
that was it. It was called
Patience Strong."

Patience Strong's poems
were first published in the
Daily Mirror in August 1935
under the heading The Quiet
Corner, and subsequently in its
sister paper, the Sunday Picto-
rial (later to become the Sun-
day Mirror). They also
appeared weekly for more than
35 years in Woman's Own, and
continue to be published in the
quarterly journal This
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